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Bespoke Tape to DVD Transfer

The main reasons I would recommend transferring your important tapes to DVD are:
1.
convenience – a play-anywhere format, where you can navigate by chapters or
menus;
2.
as a back-up for cherished tapes to avoid the risk of total loss as a result of
poor storage, tape tangles or breakages, etc.

Your Home Videos, Holiday Videos, Family Weddings and
Occasions Tapes transferred to DVD.
Many of our important memories are stacked away in boxes on a medium that is
obsolete and deteriorating – this material will be meaningful for you now, and who
knows, for future generations also. Some of it might even feature on a future edition
of “Who Do You Think You Are”!

Corporate or Public Service Tapes transferred to DVD –
fully Confidential service.
Over the years many companies and public bodies have built up a collection of their
own videotapes of projects, training events and corporate promotions. Because of
their relative physical bulk, these tapes take up a lot of storage room, and the way
things are going are impractical for future use. With DVD wherever you take it you
are likely to be able to play it – in a DVD player, a laptop, or a desktop computer, and
this is an essential consideration for anyone going to a business meeting . Otherwise
you have to check that the venue has a reliable VHS deck and that somebody knows
how to connect it up. You can also have a copy on a portable hard drive.

Why Should I Choose a Bespoke Service?
Many companies’ DVD transfer is based on a crude machine to machine copy. With
our service the material is captured to hard disk and any necessary corrections can
be made at the time, and we can also add titles, chapter-points and menus, or even
undertake more involved editing.

Tel: 020 8923 6068
Mob: 07960 719520

Central Loughton location
drop off and pick up.

